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Highway Development Decision-Making under Uncertainty:
A Real Options Approach

Tong Zhao1; Satheesh K. Sundararajan2; and Chung-Li Tseng3

Abstract: A highway system development involves huge irreversible investments, and requires rigorous modeling and analy
the implementation decision is made. This decision-making process is embedded with multiple uncertainties due to changes
social, and environmental contexts. In this paper, we present a multistage stochastic model for decision making in highway de
operation, expansion, and rehabilitation. This model accounts for the evolution of three uncertainties, namely, traffic demand,
and highway deterioration, as well as their interdependence. Real options in both development and operation phases of a high
incorporated in the model. A solution algorithm based on the Monte Carlo simulation and least-squares regression is developed
results show that the proposed model and solution algorithm are promising. This model makes a radical and conceptual st
optimal decision making in highway engineering, which achieves decision-makingoptimality that is generally not well defined
traditional policy-based approaches for highway planning.
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Introduction

The highway construction boom from the 1950s to 1970s, as
as the highway rebuilding in the 1980s, established the found
of today’s national highway network, which has also advan
the practices of highway planning and development. How
many facilities in highway systems in the U.S., especially aro
older cities, are still in disrepair. For example, as of Decem
2001, about 14.2% of highway bridges in the U.S. were con
ered structurally deficient, and another 13.8% were deemed
tionally obsolete~Federal Highway Administration 2001!. Ongo-
ing operation decisions about capacity expansion, mainten
rehabilitation, and regular maintenance have been based m
on experience or perceived urgency of failure. As a result, h
way service may not be provided at an appropriate level,
highway may be aging faster than predicted. Very often, key
cisions during planning and design, such as the selection o
right-of-way width and number of lanes, are made without c
sidering the uncertainties in demand, revenue, user benefit
Highway system development involves huge irreversible inv
ments, and requires rigorous modeling and analysis befor
implementation decision is made. In addition, increasing pr
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sector participation in highway developments demands a pr
approach in sharing the commercial, financial, and develop
risks among various agencies. The demand and revenue p
tions for the life cycle of a highway are embedded with mult
uncertainties due to changes in political, societal, and env
mental contexts. Thus, an effective model that incorporates
natives analysis and accounts for evolution of uncertainti
required.

Life-cycle analysis has been widely used in infrastruc
management. Abaza~2002! developed a flexible pavement li
cycle model to yield an optimum maintenance and rehabilita
plan. Recently, stochastic methods have also been employ
life-cycle analysis. For example, Zayed et al.~2002! used a Mar
kov decision process in selecting a rehabilitation plan among
determined decision policies. However, the optimality of deci
making was limited to predetermined polices or plans. The u
tainties such as demand, costs and revenues, and service
are often interrelated and cannot be dealt with in isolation. T
best of the authors’ knowledge, an integrative approach that
els optimal decision making under uncertainty in highway de
opment, operation, rehabilitation, and expansion has not yet
attempted.

In this paper, a real-options approach is developed for op
decision making in highway design, operation, rehabilitation,
expansion, which incorporates life-cycle analysis. Decision
land acquisition and land use are also included. Recently
concept of real options, stemming from financial options the
has attracted research attention. Real options refer to flex
embedded inreal operational processes, activities, or investm
opportunities that are not financial instruments~e.g., Trigeorgi
1996!. Real-options-based decision making recognizes the
of flexibility ~or flexible alternatives! due to timely exercise of th
flexibility. That is, a flexible alternative may turn uncertainty
opportunity. Therefore, such a valuation approach promotes
ible designs. In the life cycle of a highway system, right-of-w

acquisition and land development can be viewed as real options.
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To fully evaluate their flexibility, the evolutions of three key u
certainties, namely, traffic demand, land price, and highway
vice quality, are included, and each of these is modeled
stochastic process.

In this paper, the decision-making process is modeled
multistage stochastic problem. The decision maker~DM! is as-
sumed to maximize the overall net benefit of the highway sys
The main challenge lies in valuing the profitable opportun
due to proper exercise of the real options. To fully capture
evolution of the profitable opportunities, the uncertainties
simulated based on the Monte Carlo~MC! method, and the opt
mal decision criteria are approximated by regression, integ
with backward dynamic programing steps. In a case study
have applied the proposed model and the solution algorithm
50-mile-long highway section. We demonstrate that the prop
method not only can select the optimal design alternative in
design phase, but also can provide a timely decision on addi
right-of-way acquisition, expansion, and rehabilitation during
operation phase. The proposed model, as well as the so
algorithm, can be directly extended to handle larger cases su
a network of roads.

This paper addresses the decision making for a highway
tem under uncertainty in a nontraditional method using the
options approach. Although the approach attempts for a ra
shift in the decision process, its practical significance is sub
tiated by its benefits. This approach may be very useful in d
oping and developed countries, especially with the private s
participating in infrastructure development, to ascertain the
ability of projects.

Modeling a Highway System

The process to develop a highway usually consists of five st
planning, preliminary design, final~detailed! design, right-of-way
acquisition, and construction. After the highway is comple
ongoing operation, maintenance, and rehabilitation activities
tinue throughout the life of the highway facility. When the
mand increases and approaches the existing capacity, exp
of the highway becomes a main alternative. The actions of
bilitation and expansion should also be properly timed to be
users and preserve the service life and quality of the highwa
achieve a sustainable development requires proper quant
modeling taking the uncertainties of varying demand, costs
land availability into account. Before we present the multis
stochastic model, we first explore the major real options and
derlying uncertainties involved in the life cycle of a highw
system.

Review of Real Options

In finance, anoption is defined as the right, but not the obligati
to buy ~or sell! an asset under specified terms~e.g., Luenberge
1998; Hull 1999!. For example, an option that gives the righ
purchase something is called acall option; an option that give
the right to sell something is called aput. Usually, there is
specified price~called anexercise price! at which the underlyin
asset can be purchased upon exercise of the option and a sp
period of time over which the option is valid. There are
primary conventions regarding acceptable exercise dates b
expiration. AnAmerican-style option allows exercise at any tim
before and including the expiration date. AEuropean-style option

allows exercise only on the expiration date. Consider an Ameri-
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can call option that allows one to buy a specified stock at
before some future timeT. At some time beforeT, if the stock
price is higher than $50, say $70, the call option will be valu
because the call option can be exercised by buying the sto
$50 and then reselling the stock back to the market at a pro
$20. A closely related problem would be to determine the opt
timing for exercising the option.

Recently, the concept of options has been applied extens
in a variety of areas other than financial instruments such as
and puts. This subject is known asreal optionsvaluation. Rea
options refer to the options embedded inreal operational pro
cesses, activities, or investment opportunities that are not
cial instruments~e.g., Trigeorgis 1996!. In fact, a real option pro
vides the option owner the right but not the obligation, or
flexibility, to take an action. An example of a real option in in
structure expansion is given next.

Zhao and Tseng~2003! present a case study for constructin
public parking facility. Because the public parking facility m
face insufficient capacity as demand increases, instead of se
land to build another parking facility, the local government c
siders the possibility of expanding the parking structure verti
in the future. However, unless the original foundation has
designed to support expansion, it is normally infeasible~both
technically and economically! to enhance the foundation after
construction is completed. An enhanced foundation provid
real option for future expansion but incurs additional construc
time and costs. The authors determine the optimal size o
foundation that provides the maximal option value. They
cluded that the flexibility value of an enhanced foundation in
case study is so significant that failure to account for flexibilit
unjustifiable. Other literatures touching upon the applicatio
option theory to infrastructure investment include Neely an
Neufville ~2001!, Gifford ~2003, pages 100–110!, and Zhao
~2003!.

Note that the decision to exercise a real option, such a
panding a parking garage, is madeafter uncertainties are r
vealed, which can eliminate some of the risk. Conventional v
ation methods do not consider the value of being able to a
after observing uncertainty, or simply the strategic value of
ibility. Therefore, neglecting the value of flexibility in the analy
may result in suboptimal decisions. Interested readers may
additional discussion of the concept of real options and valu
by Zhao~2003!, and Zhao and Tseng~2003!.

In this paper, the two terms, real option~s! and flexibility, will
be used interchangeably. In addition, an option will be di
guished from analternative.

Embedded Real Options

Many complicated decisions must be made during the life c
of a highway system. For example, in the development phas
DM must account for many factors such as the character o
area, the needs of the highway users, the benefits to the use
the challenges and opportunities. The decisions that must be
include design of highway parameters, such as alignment, d
speed, number of lanes, width of right of way, geometric sh
drainage, and intersections. Each design parameter may pro
different level of flexibility. After the highway is completed, d
cisions involving highway operation, maintenance, expan
and rehabilitation activities may also be exercised to cope
the changing environment. By real options embedded in th
cycle of the highway system, we refer to the decision alterna

that may provide flexibility for future decision making or the
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decision alternatives that may be exercised flexibly in tim
cope with uncertainty. In this paper, we focus on the follow
three real options:

Right of Way
A right-of-way contract is apparently a real option of expans
Acquiring the required right of way is needed for every highw
expansion~widening! process. Acquiring additional right-of-wa
width beyond immediate need may be viewed as reserving
This may reduce the risks associated with land availability
price in future highway expansion.

Highway Expansion
With an acquired right of way, the DM may exercise the exp
sion real option. The decision making regarding exercising
real option involves the determination of the optimal timing
the number of expansion lanes at different stages in the life c

Rehabilitation Decisions
These decisions may be viewed as real options, because th
be made flexibly to cope with highway deterioration. Beca
these options are readily available to the DM without any cos
acquisition, the focus will be on the exercise timing and the
portunity profit due to proper exercise of the option.

Note that the above real options are American-style opt
because they are usually exercisable at any time during the
way service life.

Underlying Uncertainties

There is no doubt that a highway system is subjected to m
uncertainties in its life cycle, such as changing requiremen
users in terms of traffic demand, changing social and econ
environment, changes in technology, and deterioration o
highway. They can be categorized as internal and external u
tainties. The internal uncertainties refer to those embedded
evolution of the highway per se, such as aging and deteriora
The external uncertainties correspond to the variability of fac
in the external environment that may affect decision making,
as land price, labor cost, demand, political and socioecon
environment, land availability, and natural hazards, inclu
earthquakes, hurricanes, and floods.

In this paper, we focus on the exercise of the three real op
specified in the previous section subject to the following t
uncertainties: traffic demand, land price, and highway condi
service quality. Each uncertainty is denoted by an upper-cas
ter and is discussed below.

Traffic Demand
The fundamental measure of traffic volume is the annual ave
daily traffic ~ADT!, which is defined as the number of vehic
that pass a particular point on a roadway during a period o
consecutive hours, averaged over a period of 365 days. U
empirical relation, ADT values can be converted to other m
sures of traffic, such as peak hourly volumes~e.g., Wright and
Paquette 1979!. The demand for traffic volume, denoted byQ, is
represented by the ADT values. In particular, for toll roads, f
casting the demand accurately for the life cycle is an impo
task for economic purposes. Though traffic demand has been
cast for every highway system, potential pitfalls are prevale
such forecasting, including data quality and model accuracy,
tem stability over time, land use, travel behavior, value of t

etc. Other pitfalls could include development of competing facili-
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ties, and changes in political and economic environments. T
pitfalls exacerbate the demand forecasting inaccuracy and
tually become an underlined uncertainty for the highway sy
over its life cycle. Because of the wide variability of traffic fl
over time, the demandQ is modeled as the following stochas
process:

dQ

Q
5mQ~Q,t !dt1sQdzQ (1)

wherezQ5Wiener process. In particular,mQ(Q,t) is called the
drift function, andsQ is the volatility. Without the noisezQ , the
demand pattern can be obtained by solving the following di
ential equation:

dQ

Q
5mQ~Q,t !dt (2)

A positive drift term means the uncertainty tends to drift up o
time; whereas the greater the volatility is, the uncertainty ev
tion is more volatile. The advantage of using Eq.~1! is to show
the volatility of the traffic demand. Although Eq.~1! is acontinu-
ousstochastic process, we do not intend to argue that the t
demand per se is continuous or can be best captured by a
tinuous model. Instead, in our implementation using Eq.~1!, the
traffic demand is simulated at discrete time points.

Land Price
Land prices vary over time. They depend on land use, whi
used as an input to forecast traffic demand. The market valu
land parcel should be estimated at its highest and best use
cording to the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land
quisitions ~Appraisal Institute 2000!, land appraisal is usual
implemented by one of the following three approaches: cost,
comparison, and income capitalization. Land price, denotedP,
is assumed to follow the following stochastic process~Devuyst
et al. 1995; Roebeling and Hendrix 2002!:

dP

P
5mP~P,t !dt1sPdzP (3)

wherezP5Wiener process, andmP(P,t) and sP5drift function
and volatility of land price, respectively.

Highway Service Quality
The highway service quality~or performance! can be defined a
the degree to which the highway serves users and fulfills
purpose for which it was built~Hudson et al. 1997!. It can be
represented by a time series of quality measurements~or condi-
tion indices!, on a scale of 5 to 1, corresponding to the condit
of excellent, good, fair, poor, and very poor, respectively. In
paper, the condition index at timet is denoted asI t , and $I t ,t
50,1,2,...% is a~discrete time! Markov chain, which takes value
$1,2,3,4,5% and $I t% decreases over time. The stochastic pro
$I t% may be viewed as the deterioration process of the high
with its value decreasing over time, if no maintenance or r
bilitation is applied. The factors that cause physical deterior
of a highway include traffic demand, load, environment, cons
tion quality, material degradation, etc. Markov processes
been used to model infrastructure deterioration, to name a fe
Cesare et al.~1992!, Madanat et al.~1995!, Micevski et al.~2002!

and Li et al.~1996!.
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Interdependency of the Uncertainties
There are well-pronounced interdependencies existing a
various uncertainties, such as demand, land price, and s
quality. An improved service quality highway system impro
the ‘‘induced traffic.’’ The improved economic condition
creases the ‘‘developed traffic.’’ Both induced and developed
fic improves social and economic condition of the region, w
in turn increase the land use and its price. For example, the
lutions of traffic demand and land price may bear some pos
correlation due to regional development. To model such an
dependency, a correlation can be imposed to the two Wiene
cesses that govern the uncertainty evolutions, e.g.,

cov~zQ ,zP!5rQP (4)

whererQP5constant. Similarly, the increase of demand may
accelerate highway deterioration and reduce service quality
can model the state transition probabilities of the Markov cha
be dependent onmQ andsQ .

Note that in this paper, for simplicity we have implicitly a
sumed that the uncertainties considered are independent
DM’s decisions. This may not be true in reality. For exam
traffic flows may increase in response to a highway expan
decision, and land prices may react, too. To fully account fo
interactions between the decision variables and the unde
uncertainties, the problem becomes anequilibriumproblem and i
much more complicated to solve in general.

Note on Uncertainty Discretization
While we modeled the traffic demand and the land price
continuous-time stochastic processes, we do not argue tha
of them per se is continuous, or is best captured by a contin
model. Conversely, having an approximated continuous-time
dom process, its drift function and volatility function prov
some insight into the model that uncertainty evolves over tim
real implementation, decision making and option exercise
considered only at discrete time points. Therefore, these two
tinuous random processes must be discretized in implemen
~as detailed in a later section!. It may be evident that a detour h
been taken, namely, data observed at discrete time poin
transformed to a continuous-time random process, and then
formed back to a discrete-time-based implementation
decision-making, but such an approach has been comm
adopted in practice.

The parameters for modeling the evolution of uncertainties
be estimated based on historical data. For example, Zhao
Tseng~2003! demonstrate how to estimate the drift and volat
of the parking demand for a parking facility. More technical
sues about parameter estimation, such as data requirement
putation efficiency, and estimation consistency, can be foun
Matasov~1998!.

Multistage Stochastic Model

Under the three uncertainties presented in the previous se
the DM must constantly assess the system value~or profit! and
cope with them with all available options. A mathematical mo
is presented below.

Mathematical Formulation

Previously, we have defined three uncertaintiesQt , Pt , andI t for
the traffic demand, land price, and condition index at timet, re-
spectively. Additional standard notations for other parameters

variables are introduced next.
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t5index for time (t50,...,T) in years, whereT5length of the
planning horizon over the life cycle of the highway syst
nt5state variable indicating the number of lanes of the high
at time t, wherentP$2,4,6,8%. Dnt5decision variable indicatin
the number of lanes of the highway to be expanded at timt,
where DntP$2,4,6%. wt5state variable indicating the right-o
way width at timet. Assume that the width of the right of w
along the highway is uniform andwtP$150,175,200% (ft).
Dwt5decision variable indicating the width of the right of way
the highway to be acquired at timet, Dwt>0. ht50 – 1 decision
variable for rehabilitation.vt5a vector~collection! of state vari
ables at timet, vt5(nt ,wt). ut5a vector~collection! of decision
variables at timet, ut5(Dnt ,Dwt ,ht). Xt5a vector~collection!
of the underlying uncertainties at timet, Xt5(Qt ,Pt ,I t).
ft(vt ;Xt)5revenue function of the highway system in time pe
t under statevt , conditioned on the uncertainty realization ofXt

at time t. ~Note the semicolon~;! distinguishes variables fro
parameters. In this case,Xt is a parameter.! ct(ut ,vt)5cost in-
curred for making decisionut under statevt at time t.

The objective is to develop an integrative framework that
ports optimal decision-making in right-of-way acquisition, hi
way expansion, and rehabilitation under the uncertainties.
problem is modeled as a multistage stochastic program. The
ing of the event occurrence is as follows. Assume that at stavt

at time t, the uncertainty vectorXt is revealed. Upon observin
Xt , the DM ~i! must realize the current system revenuef t(vt ;Xt);
and ~ii ! can strategically utilize available flexibility by maki
decisionsut with a cost ofct(ut ,vt) incurred.

Let Ft(vt ;Xt) be the value-to-go function indicating the to
value ~expected profit! of the system for the remaining period
state (vt) at timet. This problem can be formulated as the follo
ing recursive relation:

Ft~vt ;Xt!5 f t~vt ;Xt!1max
ut

$e2rEt@Ft11~vt11 ;Xt11!#

2ct~ut ,vt!% (5)

where Et5expectation operator and subscriptt5expectation
based on the available information for the uncertaintyXt at timet,
and tP@0,T21#. The maximization in Eq.~5! is subject to th
following constraints.

State Transition Constraints

nt115nt1Dnt<8 ;t (6)

wt115wt1Dwt<200 ~ ft! ;t (7)

Expansion Constraint

ntv<wt ;t (8)

wherev5lane width. In general, the service quality of the ex
ing lanes could be refreshed simultaneously when the new
are added. The service quality of a highway after expansion
be a function of the number of the existing lanes, number o
new lanes added, and the service quality before expansio
relieve the computational complexity, we assume that expa
does not improve the service quality of the existing highwa
this paper.

Rehabilitation Constraints

ht51 if I t51 (9)
I t1155 if ht51 (10)
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The rehabilitation constraints state that when the highway se
level is in the ‘‘poor’’ condition, rehabilitation is mandatory. Aft
the rehabilitation, the highway service level is upgraded to
‘‘excellent’’ condition.

Initial Conditions
At time t50, v05 ṽ0 , X05X̃0

The first term in Eq.~5!, following the expectation operato
defines another stochastic program to be considered in the s
quent year, which is discounted bye2r , where r5risk-adjusted
discount rate over one year, determined based on the riskin
the project~Copeland et al. 1990!. From the state transition co
straints, we implicitly assume that all decisions require a one
lead time. That is, highway expansion or rehabilitation requ
one year to complete.

The expectation operator in Eq.~5! is not measured in th
risk-neutral framework commonly adopted in financial opt
valuation. To determine the risk-neutral probability measure
the underlying uncertainties, such as the traffic demand,
price, and service level, is not trivial. The difficulty arises beca
there are no traded derivative securities dependent on the v
of these uncertainties. Without these derivative securities
‘‘dynamic hedging’’ approach used in the financial options v
ations cannot be applied~see Hull 1999!. If there were derivativ
securities dependent on the traffic demand, land price, and
way service level, one would be able to obtain themarket price o
risk of these uncertainties using the dynamic hedging, and
obtain their corresponding risk-neutral processes@currently, Eqs
~1! and~3! describe thetrue probabilities of event occurrence, n
the risk-neutral probabilities#. If the risk-neutral processes of t
uncertainties were available, the discount rate would be the
free rate. To obtain a risk-adjusted discount rate, one may
the capital asset pricing model~CAPM!. One example using th
CAPM can be found by Leviakangas and Lahesmaa~2002!.

The optimal valueF* , representing the maximal expected s
tem value, can be obtained from the last step of the recu
relation, represented by~5!, F0( ṽ0 ;X̃0) and the alternative th
yields the maximalF* will be recommended.

Detailed Modeling

In this section, we present a model for revenue and cost func
Typically, in evaluating the feasibility of a highway project, de
sion variables are expressed in terms of revenues and cost
tions. Due to the inherent complexity of modeling, each func
is handled separately to address the corresponding variable

Modeling the Revenue Function
The highway capacity is assumed to be a linear function o
number of lanes. For a highway to be constructed or under
struction, the revenue functionf t(•) is assumed to be zero. For
existing highway, for the sake of simplicity, we consider be
only two sources of revenue: traffic flow and land use.

f t~vt ;Xt!5revenue from traffic flow1revenue from land
(12)

Assume the highway is a toll road. The revenue is modeled
linear function

Revenue from traffic flow5g min@a•nt•x~ I t!,Qt#, (13)

whereg5average yearly revenue per vehicle;a5lane capacity o

ADT; and x(I t)5weighting factor of the revenue in terms of the
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highway service level. Since the capacity of a highway is m
sured by its ability to accommodate traffic, a lower service l
may also lower the highway capacity. We model the weigh
factor x(I t) using the following form:

x~ I t!5b52I t bP~0,1! (14)

It can be seen that the highway capacity will be discounted w
the service level is not at the ‘‘excellent’’ condition.

Revenue from land development5,~wt2vnt!d, (15)

wherev5lane width; andd5total distance of the highway. B
cause the excess right of way along the highway may also be
for purposes such as planting crops, parking lots, or further
mercial development, a constant, is used to denote the per m
revenue that the DM may obtain from the land use.

Modeling the Cost Function
The cost functionct(•) is assumed to be a linear function, wh
is the summation of expansion cost, land acquisition cost
rehabilitation cost.

ct~ut ,vt!5expansion costs1acquisition cost for right of wa

1cost for rehabilitation

5d~cnDnt1PtDwt1cmntht! (16)

where cn5construction cost andcm5rehabilitation cost. Bot
costs are measured per mile and per lane. Note that at tt,
ct(•) is known with certainty, but the future costs are uncert

Challenges of the Solution Algorithm

The proposed integrative highway planning model is a diffi
stochastic optimization problem. It involves a constrained int
program at each stage subject to multiple correlated stoc
processes. As mentioned previously, the options involved in
model are American options. It is well known that the difficulty
valuing American options lies mainly in the determination of
optimal exercise strategy, which is likely to be different fr
stage to stage. Although there has been a rich body of fin
literature devoted to American options valuation, solving the
timization problem addressed in this paper remains a challe
task. Two distinctions between the proposed optimization p
lem and the American financial option valuation are summa
as follows:
• Financial options normally involve only two alternatives,

ercise or not exercise. The proposed integrative highway
ning problem involves many more decision alternatives.
alternatives include: Whether to acquire right of way, and i
how much? Whether to expand the highway, and if so,
much? And, whether to rehabilitate the highway or not. A
constraints exist for exercising these options in the prop
problem, whereas there is no exercise constraint in the fi
cial options valuation.

• The cash flows and payoff of a financial option are imm
ately known once it is exercised. Accordingly, once a finan
option is exercised, the cash flows terminate. However
decision making in the proposed model, as well as the as
ated cash flows, need not stop and may continue to the e
the planning horizon. The effectiveness of a decision in
highway system may not be known until many years late

In the following section, we shall introduce an algorithm for s
ing the problem. The proposed algorithm may be viewed a

extension of the least-squares Monte Carlo~LSMC! method pro-
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posed by Longstaff and Schwartz~2001!. However, we extend th
LSMC method to solve a much more complex problem.

Algorithm Development

To tackle the recursive relation in Eq.~5!, we refer to the Bell
man’s ‘‘principle of optimality,’’ which states that an optim
policy must contain optimal subpolicies~Bellman and Dreyfu
1962!. Therefore, an inductive procedure to determine opt
~sub!strategiesbackwardin time is necessary. However, the M
methods simulate state variables forward moving over t
Therefore, the challenge of the MC methods resides in dete
ing optimal ~sub!strategies at different stages to guide forwa
moving simulations. The proposed approach will integ
forward-moving simulation iterations with backward moving
namic programing steps to solve the recursive relation in Eq~5!.

First, we define

p t~Xt ;ut ,vt!5Et@Ft11~vt11 ;Xt11!# (17)

which appears in Eq.~5!. Note that in Eq. ~17! ut and
vt5parameters. This implies that there is a separatep t(•) for
each possible realization of (ut ,vt). If p t(Xt ;ut ,vt) is available
at time t under (ut ,vt), one could know the expected syst
profit for the next time period when the uncertaintyXt is revealed
at timet. One would also know how to make the optimal decis
at t as well. An analytic form ofp t(•) is either nonexistent o
very difficult to obtain. We will employ numerical methods ba
on MC simulation and the least-squares regression to approx
p t(•).

To illustrate the idea, consider a set ofN sample points of
random variableZ, $Z(1),Z(2),...,Z(N)%. It can be easily show
that the arithmetic mean of theseN samples is the best repres
tation of the samples in the sense of the least-squares error.
that, consider the following minimization problem minz(i51

N (z
2Z(i))2. It can be verified that( i 51

N Z( i )/N, the arithmetic mean,
the optimal solution. WhenN is sufficiently large, the arithmet
mean approaches the mean ofZ.

In Eq. ~17!, to approximateEt@Ft11(vt11 ;Xt11)# we generat
N data samples (Xt

( i ) ,Xt11
( i ) ), i 51,...,N based on the uncertain

model ofXt . Given fixedut andvt , we obtainFt11(vt11 ;Xt11
( i ) ),

denoted byF ( i ). The expected value ofFt11(vt11 ;Xt11
( i ) ) can be

approximated by the function that best regressesF ( i ) on Xt
( i ) .

Here, the least-squares regression is used to achieve two
simultaneously: to approximate the functional relation betw
Ft11(•) and Xt and to approximate the expected value ofFt11

(•) in the sense discussed previously.
According to the Bellman’s principle of optimality,p t(•) is

obtained backward in time fromt5T. At time t5T, first let

pT~Xt ;uT ,vT!50, ;uT ,vT ,XT (18)

Based on knownp t(•), the following algorithm is used to dete
mine p t21(•), in backward iterations:

Algorithm: Obtaining ptÀ1„XtÀ1;utÀ1,vtÀ1…, with pt„Xt ;ut ,vt…

known for all u t , vt
Data:vt21 andut21 are given.
• Step 0: Seti←0, F ( i )←0.
• Step 1: If i .N, go to step 4. Otherwise, generate a rand

vectorXt21
( i ) .

• Step 2: Evaluate

F ~ i !← f t~vt
~ i ! ;Xt

~ i !!1max
ut

$e2rp t~Xt
~ i ! ;ut ,vt!2ct~ut ,vt!%
(19)
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• Step 3: Updatei← i 11 andF ( i )←0, then go to step 1.
• Step 4: RegressF ( i ) on Xt21

( i ) to obtainp t21(Xt21 ;ut21 ,vt21).
In the algorithm, the superscript~i! denotes the simulation iter
tion.

In the last iteration whent50, settingut0
, vt0

, andXt0
to be

ū0 , ṽ0 , and X̃0 , respectively, the maximization in Step 2 gi
the optimal decision that yields the maximal expected sy
profit at t50.

Remarks
1. Depending on how the initial conditionṽ0 at t50 is set, the

proposed model can be applied in different phases of th
cycle of the highway development. A numerical examp
demonstrated in the next section.

2. The interdependency is considered through the generat
the sample points. Therefore, this approach is very flexib
handling multiple and intercorrelated uncertainties.

3. A more efficient implementation can be achieved by m
fying Step 1 of the algorithm for generatingXt

( i ) at each
iteration i. A fixed number of uncertainty samplepaths(Xt

( i )

from t50 to T! can be predetermined prior to the algorith
The uncertainty sample data can be stored in some arr
database. The least-squares regression will be perform
fit these sample data in the databaseXt

( i ) at time t to their
corresponding responsesF ( i ). Because the sample data
fixed andp t(•) are determined backward in time, eval
tions of f t(vt

( i ) ;Xt
( i )) and elements of the regression func

for fitting p t(Xt
( i ) ;ut ,vt) can be saved for determini

p t21(•).
Additional implementation issues, such as the selection o

functional form for the regression are discussed below.

Numerical Examples

A multistage stochastic model has been presented for hig
development decision making. This section presents num
examples.

Consider a highway~without frontage! with available width
of right of way summarized in Table 1. The maximum width
right of way of the test system is 200 ft, and the maximum n
ber of lanes is 8. System parameters are summarized in Ta
Note that in Table 2 the cost data are based on a highway
survey by the Washington State Department of Transport
~2002!.

For the three uncertainties considered in this test system
fic demand, land price, and highway service quality, assume
their current values are: 4,200 vehicles of ADT, $70,000 per
and ‘‘excellent.’’As mentioned previously, for implementation
discretize the stochastic processes corresponding to the traf
mand~1! and the land price~3! as follows:

DQ
50.05Dt10.2e1ADt (20)

Table 1. Available Right of Way and Corresponding Minimum Wid

Number of Lanes Width~ft!

2 150
4 150
6 175
8 200
Q
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P
50.1Dt10.2e2ADt (21)

wheree1 and e25standard normal random variables with a c
relation 0.2:

cov~e1 ,e2!50.2 (22)

Since the time units are in years,Dt51 year. The discrete Ma
kov chain of the highway deterioration is assumed as follo
WhenI t.1, I t11 has probability 0.5 to stay unchanged asI t , and
probability 0.5 to beI t21; whenI t51, I t11 remains unchange
~51!. We assume the discount rate to be 8%. As discussed
ously, estimating the~risk-adjusted! discount rate, or equivalent
the probability measure, is not trivial. We do not elaborate
determination of the discount rate here because it is beyon
scope of this paper.

The functionp t(Xt ;ut ,vt), which defines arecoursestochas
tic program in Eq.~17!, must be determined using regression
each possible realization of (ut ,vt) at each timet. That is, at eac
time t and each statevt ~there are nine possible cases, as show

Table 2. Test System Parameter Values

Parameter Value

g $14,000
a 1,000 vehicles
, $10,000 per acre per yea
v 12 ft

d 50 miles

cn $750,000
cm $200,000

T 25 years

b 0.7

Fig. 1. Regression ofp t(•) when t51
JOUR
Table 3!, and for each possible and feasible decisionut ~no more
than eight other cases! to make, one must determine a funct
p t(•) ~no more than 72 cases!. Since the condition indexI t is a
discrete integer ranging from 1 to 5, instead of simulating i
determine ap t(•) for each index value. This brings the~maxi-
mum! number of functionsp t(•) to be determined at each timt
to be 360~57235!. The computation requirement of the p
posed approach is intense.

Another challenge of using regression is to determine the
tional form to be regressed. Some commonly used funct
forms include polynomial, Hermite, Legendre, and Chebys
Based on our experience, the following polynomial functio
form gives satisfactory results: for each given deci
(Dnt ,Dwt ,ht) under eachvt and I t ,

p t~• !5a11a2Pt1a3Qt1a4Qt
21a5Qt

31a6Qt
4 (23)

whereai , i 51,...,65constant. Although the same functional fo
is applied to each possible realization of parameters and
stage, the coefficients are likely to be different from case to
and from stage to stage.

Fig. 1 illustrates the basic idea of the LSMC. Sample po

Table 3. Highway System Value for Each Design Alternative

(n,w) System value ($106)

~2 lanes, 150 ft! 257.02
~2 lanes, 175 ft! 258.40
~2 lanes, 200 ft! 258.42
~4 lanes, 150 ft! 261.45
~4 lanes, 175 ft! 262.85
~4 lanes, 200 ft! 262.90
~6 lanes, 175 ft! 249.80
~6 lanes, 200 ft! 249.90
~8 lanes, 200 ft! 215.67

2 lanes,wt5200 ft, I t52, andht51
0, nt5
NAL OF INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS © ASCE / MARCH 2004 / 29
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for the uncertaintiesPt and Qt are generated~or taken from a
database! and evaluated. Their values are then regressed wi
spect toPt and Qt . Note that the regression functionp t(•) not
only does regression fitting but averaging to approximate s
expected value function. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the LS
obtains a reasonable approximation.

Fig. 2. Relation between prevailing

Fig. 3. Relationship between i
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Numerical Test Results

As mentioned previously, the proposed multistage stochasti
timization model can be used for decision making in the de
and operation phases. Next, we demonstrate its usefulness
ferent situations.

gn alternatives and the initial conditions

emand and rehabilitation decision
desi
nitial d
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Case 1: Selecting Design Alternatives
In the design phase, one decision that must be made is to
mine the optimal number of lanes and the width of right of w
Consider a 25-year planning horizon and assume the uncerta
at time 0 areP0570,000/acre andQ054,200 vehicles of ADT
Using the LSMC algorithm, the expected profit for each feas
design alternative is given in Table 3. The design alternative
yields the maximum expected profit should be recommen
which is to design a four-lane highway with 200 ft right of w
purchased.

Next, we explore the relation between the optimal desig
ternative and the initial conditions of the traffic demand and
land price with all other parameters fixed, by repeatedly run
the program. The result is depicted in Fig. 2. Clearly, the opt
alternative varies when the initial condition changes. In gene
higher traffic demand requires more lanes and encourag
greater land reserve if the land price is low. Although this gen
trend is very intuitive, the detailed quantitative relation betw
the initial conditions and the optimal design is nonlinear and
obvious. Consider the horizontal dotted line atP05$50,000
When the initial demandQ0 increases, the corresponding cha
of the optimal design initially increases the land reserve, and

Fig. 4. Expansion and acquisition

Table 4. Highway System Values for Expansion and Acquisi
Alternatives

(Dn0 ,Dw0) Expected profit ($106)

~0 lanes, 0 ft! 407.64
~0 lanes, 25 ft! 407.67
~2 lanes, 0 ft! 412.09
~2 lanes, 25 ft! 412.14
~4 lanes, 0 ft! 399.04
~4 lanes, 25 ft! 399.14
~6 lanes, 25 ft! 364.91
JOUR
-

expands the highway. For example, 25 additional feet of wid
acquired from 175 ft before the two-lane highway is expande
a four-lane highway. When the maximum right-of-way width~200
ft! is reached, demand increases can only be accommoda
increasing the number of lanes. Consider another horizonta
ted line atP05$250,000. Because the land price is quite high
land reserve is worthwhile. That is, the right-of-way width is
ways kept at its minimum level.

On the other hand, when the traffic demand is fixed, increa
the land price does not change the number of lanes in the hig
design. For example, consider the vertical dotted line aQ0

54,000, where increasing land price drives down the land
serve. However, atQ055,700, the dotted line shows that incre
ing land price triggers highway expansion from four to six la
While this may seem somewhat unreasonable, it is because
demand level~quite high!, widening the highway can increase
service quality, which turns out to be profitable, according to
model ~13!. Another way to reason this is to recognize that
profit from the highway system is much greater than the valu
the land. Therefore, additional revenue due to a higher se
level can offset the increased cost of the land acquisition.

Case 2: Making Rehabilitation Decisions
In this case, we assume that the highway has been built and
for some periods. Currently, the highway has eight lanes wit
right-of-way width of 200 ft. Again, considering a planning
riod of 25 years, the DM can use the proposed model to m
rehabilitation decisions. In this situation, the land price will
affect the rehabilitation decisions since no right-of-way purc
will be needed. Therefore, the land price is kept fixedP0

5$70,000) in this analysis. By repeated simulations, we d
mine the relation between the optimal rehabilitation decisions
the initial conditions~including the index and initial traffic d
mand!, which is illustrated in Fig. 3. The relation depicted in F

us initial traffic demand and land price
vers
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3 is straightforward. It indicates that rehabilitation may still
needed even when the highway is in very good condition, i
traffic demand is sufficiently high.

Case 3: Making Decisions in Highway Expansion and Land
Acquisition
In this case, the highway is assumed to have been built and
for a number of years. Currently, the highway has two lanes
a 175 ft wide right of way, and a condition index of 5. The D
can use the proposed model to determine whether to expan
highway and/or to acquire additional land and, if so, the widt
land to be acquired and the number of lanes to be expa
Assume a 25-year planning period and the initial conditionsP0

5$80,000/acre andQ054,200. The expected profits for all fe
sible alternatives are summarized in Table 4, in which the op
alternative is to expand two lanes and to acquire 25 additiona
of right of way.

Similarly to cases 1 and 2, using repeated simulation, th
lation between optimal expansion and acquisition decision
the initial conditions~including the initial traffic demand and la
price! is depicted in Fig. 4. The relation is similar to that of c
1 and can be interpreted similarly.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a multistage stochastic mod
decision making in highway development, operation, and r
bilitation. A solution algorithm based on the Monte Carlo sim
lation is developed. Numerical results indicate that the prop
model and solution algorithm are promising.

The model proposed in this paper offers a radical conce
step towards optimal decision making in highway enginee
especially for highway expansion and rehabilitation decisions
are essential in highway systems subject to uncertainties
proposed approach achieves decision-makingoptimality, which is
generally not well defined in the traditional policy-based
proaches. Furthermore, this model can very flexibly accommo
many more uncertainties than those considered in this paper
as future highway status, future cost information, changing u
requirements, and rapid development of technology, and ca
directly extended to handle larger cases such as a netwo
roads.
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